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Approaches for mapping time series to networks have become essential tools for dealing with the
increasing challenges of characterizing data from complex systems. Among the different algorithms,
the recently proposed ordinal networks stand out due to its simplicity and computational efficiency.
However, applications of ordinal networks have been mainly focused on time series arising from
nonlinear dynamical systems, while basic properties of ordinal networks related to simple stochastic
processes remain poorly understood. Here, we investigate several properties of ordinal networks
emerging from random time series, noisy periodic signals, fractional Brownian motion, and earth-
quake magnitude series. For ordinal networks of random series, we present an approach for building
the exact form of the adjacency matrix, which in turn is useful for detecting non-random behavior
in time series and the existence of missing transitions among ordinal patterns. We find that the
average value of a local entropy, estimated from transition probabilities among neighboring nodes
of ordinal networks, is more robust against noise addition than the standard permutation entropy.
We show that ordinal networks can be used for estimating the Hurst exponent of time series with
accuracy comparable with state-of-the-art methods. Finally, we argue that ordinal networks can
detect sudden changes in Earth seismic activity caused by large earthquakes.
I. INTRODUCTION
The amount of data researchers currently handle has
drastically increased over the past few decades. Not
only the data volume has grown, but also the investi-
gated themes and degree of detail are nowadays unprece-
dented. While large and detailed data sets allow us to
probe quantitative questions about topics as diverse as
material sciences [1] and art [2], this complexity often
challenges the methods and techniques available for exe-
cuting the data analysis. Even the discrimination among
simple data such as time series becomes challenging de-
pending on the subject and amount of data involved in
the task. Thus, the development of efficient and often
interdisciplinary approaches for data analysis represents
an important step towards the extraction of hidden and
meaningful patterns from complex data sets [3].
Among the different approaches that have been pro-
posed, the idea of applying complex network tools for in-
vestigating time series has attracted great interest from
the scientific community since the seminal works of Nico-
lis et al. [4], Zhang and Small [5] and Lacasa et al. [6],
particularly among researchers working on statistical
physics [7]. These seminal works gave birth to the three
main approaches for mapping time series into complex
networks: transition networks, proximity networks, and
visibility graphs, respectively. In visibility graphs, each
data point of a time series is mapped into a vertex of a
network, and links are drawn based on a visibility condi-
tion between pairs of data points [6, 8]. Proximity net-
works, in turn, assume that time series segments play
the role of nodes and a similarity measure estimated be-
tween every pair of segments defines the network links.
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Mainly because of its intimate connection with recur-
rence plots [7], recurrence networks are an important
method among the proximity-based approaches. In this
approach, time series segments are regarded as a nodes
and standard metrics such as Euclidean distance are used
to create connections. On the other hand, transition net-
works consider discrete states over time series partitions
as nodes and the connections represent transition prob-
abilities among these states. The ideas underlying tran-
sition networks have a long historical precedent that can
be traced back to the theory of Markov chains [9], but
its use as a tool for time series analysis is indeed much
more recent [7].
Transition networks of particular interest to this work
are the ordinal networks. This method was proposed
by Small [10] and has a direct inspiration in the work
of Bandt and Pompe [11], which consists of an embed-
ding method (known as Bandt-Pompe symbolization ap-
proach) based on the idea of ordinal or permutation pat-
terns. In ordinal networks, nodes represent possible or-
dering patterns among elements within partitions of a
time series, and links are drawn based on the temporal
succession of these patterns. Since its first appearance in
the literature, ordinal networks have been mainly used for
investigating time series arising from nonlinear dynami-
cal systems (such as those obtained by iterating chaotic
maps), while very few works have used these networks
for characterizing stochastic processes or real-world time
series [12]. It is also equally surprising that in spite of
recently proposed generalizations of this approach (in-
cluding one dealing with multivariate time series [13]),
basic properties of ordinal networks obtained from sim-
ple univariate stochastic time series (such as a random
walk) remain poorly understood.
Here we help to fill this gap by investigating properties
of ordinal networks obtained from periodic, random, and
fractional Brownian motion time series. We show that
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2properties of ordinal networks can be used for estimat-
ing the Hurst exponent of time series with high preci-
sion, outperforming state-of-the-art methods such as de-
trended fluctuation analysis [14, 15]. We further demon-
strate the usefulness of this algorithm for investigating
empirical time series, by showing that ordinal networks
are capable of identifying sudden changes in Earth’s seis-
mic activity after the occurrence of large earthquakes
(mainshocks).
This paper is organized as follows. We review how or-
dinal networks map time series to complex networks and
discuss its general structural constraints in Section II.
Next, in Section III, we investigate properties of ordinal
networks emerging from periodic (III A), fully random
(III B), noisy periodic (III C), fractional Brownian mo-
tion (III D), and empirical seismic activity time series
(III E). We present our conclusions and final remarks in
Section IV.
II. METHODS
As we have mentioned, ordinal networks have a
straight connection with the symbolization approach of
Bandt and Shiha [16] and with the permutation en-
tropy framework of Bandt and Pompe [11]. To bet-
ter understand this connection, we start by revisiting
such ideas. Within the so-called Bandt-Pompe ap-
proach, from a given time series {xt}t=1,...,N of length
N , we construct n = N − d + 1 overlapping partitions
of length d (the embedding dimension), represented by
ws = (xs, xs+1, . . . , xs+d−2, xs+d−1), where s = 1, . . . , n is
the partition index. Next, we evaluate the permutation
pis = (r0, r1, . . . , rd−1) of (0,1, . . . , d − 1) sorting the el-
ements of ws (in ascending order), that is, the permu-
tations defined by xs−rd−1 ⩽ xs−rd−2 ⩽ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⩽ xs−r0 . We
further assume that ri < ri−1 if xs−ri < xs−ri−1 in case
of draws within a partition, keeping the order of occur-
rence [17, 18]. After these two steps, we obtain a symbolic
sequence {pis}s=1,...,n.
Having obtained all permutations, we thus calculate
the relative frequency pi(pii) of each one of the d! possible
permutations pii of the symbols (0,1, . . . , d − 1)
pi(pii) = number of partitions of type pii in {pis}
n
, (1)
from which we estimate the ordinal probability distribu-
tion P = {pi(pii)}i=1,...,d!. The permutation entropy is
simply the Shannon entropy [19] of the ordinal probabil-
ity distribution, that is,
H = − d!∑
i=1pi(pii) log pi(pii) , (2)
where log(. . . ) stands for the base-2 logarithm. The em-
bedding dimension d > 1 is the only parameter of the
approach, and because it defines the number of possible
permutations, the condition d! ≪ N must hold for a re-
liable estimate of the distribution P = {pi(pii)}i=1,...,d!.
The value of H quantifies the randomness in the local
ordering patterns of xt: H ≈ log d! indicates that the el-
ements of xt are locally randomly ordered, while H ≈ 0
implies that the elements of xt are very likely to appear
in a particular order.
Inspired by the Bandt-Pompe approach, Small [10]
proposed to use the symbolic sequence {pis}s=1,...,n for
creating the ordinal network, a graph representation of
the time series {xt}t=1,...,N . The approach consists of
considering all possible permutations {pii}i=1,...,d! as the
network nodes, and the connections are drawn between
every pair of permutations that occurs in succession
within the sequence {pis}s=1,...,n. The edges are directed
according to the temporal succession of permutations (for
instance, for the symbolic sequence {pi1, pi2} the link is
pi1 → pi2) and are also weighted by the relative frequency
in which the succession (pii, pij) occurs in {pis}s=1,...,n.
The elements of the weighted adjacency matrix of this
network are
pi,j = number of times pii is followed by pij in {pis}
n − 1 , (3)
where i, j = 1,2, . . . , d! and the denominator n − 1 repre-
sents the total number of permutation transitions.
To illustrate the ordinal network approach, let us con-
sider a simple time series xt = {8,1,6,4,2,3,7,0,5} with
N = 9 elements and embedding dimension d = 2 [Fig-
ure 1(a)]. Our network is composed of two nodes as-
sociated with the permutations pi1 = (0,1) (labeled as
‘01’) and pi2 = (1,0) (labeled as ‘10’). The first par-
tition is w1 = (8,1) and corresponds to the permuta-
tion (1,0) since the elements of w1 are in descending
order. The second partition is w2 = (1,6) and corre-
sponds to the permutation (0,1) since the elements of
w2 are in ascending order. By repeating this process for
all n = 8 partitions, we obtain the symbolic sequence{(1,0),(0,1),(1,0),(1,0),(0,1),(0,1),(1,0),(0,1)}. Next,
by analyzing all consecutive successions between pairs of
permutations, we find that (0,1)→ (0,1), (0,1)→ (1,0),(1,0) → (0,1), and (1,0) → (1,0) occur 1, 2, 3, and 1
times, respectively. Thus, the weighted adjacency ma-
trix associated with this particular time series is
(0,1) (1,0)
[ ](0,1) 1/7 2/7
(1,0) 3/7 1/7 .
Figure 1(b) shows a visualization of the resulting net-
work. For this illustrative time series, the permutation
entropy is H = 1 bit since p1(pi1) = 1/2 and p2(pi2) = 1/2.
By carrying out the parallel with the permutation en-
tropy even further, McCullough et al. [20] have proposed
to estimate another entropic metric based on the tran-
sition probabilities (see also Unakafov and Keller [21]).
The idea is to calculate a local entropy for node i via
hi = − ∑
j∈Oi p
′
i,j log p
′
i,j , (4)
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FIG. 1. Ordinal network approach for mapping time se-
ries into networks. (a) Illustration of the time series
xt = {8,1,6,4,2,3,7,0,5} and the corresponding symbolic
sequence {(1,0), (0,1), (1,0), (1,0), (0,1), (0,1), (1,0), (0,1)}
obtained from the Bandt-Pompe method with embedding di-
mension d = 2. (b) Visualization of the ordinal network as-
sociated with the time series xt. Nodes ‘01’ (red) and ‘10’
(blue) correspond to the permutations (0,1) and (1,0), re-
spectively. Directed edges are drawn between network nodes
based on temporal succession of permutations in the symbolic
sequence, and their weights reflect the relative frequency of
each possible succession. Self-loops appear when a permuta-
tion is followed by itself in the symbolic sequence.
where p′i,j = pi,j/∑k∈Oi pi,k is the renormalized transition
probability of leaving node i to node j and Oi stands
for the outgoing neighbourhood of node i (all edges that
leave node i). The value of hi thus quantifies the degree
of randomness associated with transitions starting from
permutation pii. For instance, hi = log ∣Oi∣ (∣ . . . ∣ stands
for set cardinality, that is, the number of possible outgo-
ing neighbours of i) if all possible transitions leaving pii
are equiprobable, whereas hi = 0 when there exists only
one transition leaving pii. For the network in Figure 1,
h1 = h(‘01’) = 0.918 and h2 = h(‘10’) = 0.811.
From the value of hi, McCullough et al. [20] have pro-
posed to calculate the global node entropy
HGN = d!∑
i=1p′i hi , (5)
where p′i = ∑j∈Ii pj,i is the probability of arriving at node
i from its incoming neighbourhood Ii (in-strength of
node i). It is worth noticing that p′i ≈ pi(pii) for long time
series, and thus, the permutation entropy is the Shannon
entropy associated with the in-strengths of ordinal net-
work nodes. Equation 5 represents a weighted mean of
the local node entropy, and quantifies the global degree of
randomness over all (first order) permutation transitions
occurring in a time series xt. More regular time series
have smaller values of HGN than time series associated
with random processes. For the example shown in Fig-
ure 1, we find that HGN = 0.872. McCullough et al. [20]
have further proposed to ignore the auto-loops when es-
timating the global node entropy (HGN). As they have
argued, auto-loops may become too intense when deal-
ing with over-sampled time series, which in turn may bias
the values of HGN. In our work, we have opted to con-
sider the auto-loops because of the nature of the time
series we shall investigate. To be more precise in termi-
nology, the entropy definition of Eq. 5 is usually called
conditional permutation entropy [21]. It is also worth
mentioning that our entropy definition and other topo-
logical properties of ordinal networks are different from
the concept of simplicial complexes of graphs [22], where
algebraic topology methods are used for defining topo-
logical information measures [23], such as the entropy
of a topological level used by Andjelkovic´ et al. [24] for
investigating traffic jamming.
In addition to global node entropy HGN, the study of
time series based on ordinal networks explores the myr-
iad of network metrics available for characterizing com-
plex networks. However, important features of ordinal
networks are naturally inherited and limited by the sym-
bolic sequences that give rise to networks. Some of these
properties of ordinal networks have already been implic-
itly discussed in previous works [10, 25, 26], but they
still lack attention. An important limitation is related to
the maximum number of connections for a node. This
constraint is not readily apparent when d = 2, because
this case displays all possible connections [Figure 1(b)].
On the other hand, there exist six possible permutations
(that is, d!) and thus six nodes in ordinal networks when
d = 3, but each node connects with only three other
nodes. This restriction arises from the fact that a per-
mutation pis ordering a partition ws can only be followed
by three ordinal patterns associated with the partition
ws+1.
To illustrate such constraints, let us consider a par-
tition w1 = (x1, x2, x3) having the permutation pi1 =(0,1,2), that is, the ordering of its elements is such that
x1 < x2 < x3. Suppose now that the next partition is
w2 = (x2, x3, x4), where x2 and x3 are the same elements
contained in w1. Because pi1 = (0,1,2), we know that
the condition x2 < x3 should hold in w2, and therefore,
the number 0 should precede 1 in the permutation as-
sociated with w2. Among all possible permutations for
d = 3, {(0,1,2), (0,2,1), (1,0,2), (1,2,0), (2,0,1), (2,1,0)},
only (0,1,2), (0,2,1) and (2,0,1) satisfy the previous con-
dition. Thus, there are only three permutations pi2 that
can appear after pi1, which in turn limit the number of
4outgoing connections of node (0,1,2) to three. By us-
ing the same argument, we can verify that the number
of incoming connections is also limited to three and that
these constraints hold for all nodes.
These ideas generalize to all values of embedding di-
mension d, so that all nodes in a permutation network
have in-degree and out-degree limited to numbers be-
tween 0 and d. Consequently, ordinal networks cannot
have more than d × (d!) edges. This limitation results
from the fact that the ordering of the elements in a par-
tition ws is partially carried out to the next partition
ws+1, since the elements of ws+1 comprise d−1 elements of
ws. Furthermore, the smaller the embedding dimension,
the fewer are the elements shared among the time se-
ries partitions, and thus, the series past rapidly becomes
unimportant for determining future permutations.
Another intriguing consequence of the constraints asso-
ciated with transitions among permutations is related to
self-edges in the network. By analyzing all transitions, we
conclude that self-loops can only exist for two particular
nodes of ordinal networks, regardless of the embedding
dimension d. These two nodes are associated with only
ascending or only descending permutations, that is, per-
mutations related to partitions in which the elements are
all successively increasing or decreasing. For instance,
these nodes correspond to the permutations (0,1,2) and(2,1,0) in the case of d = 3, and (0,1,2,3) and (3,2,1,0)
for d = 4.
It is worth noticing that other generalized algorithms
for building ordinal networks from time series have been
proposed and applied. These different numerical recipes
include the use of non-overlapping partitions [10, 27],
partitions with time-lagged elements [25], and the in-
clusion of amplitude information about the time series
elements [26]. Naturally, the constraints we have dis-
cussed here do not hold for these generalized algorithms.
For instance, a given permutation pis can be followed by
any possible permutation in the case of non-overlapping
partitions since consecutive partitions do not share any
time series elements. For time-lagged elements, similar
restrictions among permutations emerge for high-order
transitions. These generalized algorithms are also inter-
esting and may deserve further investigation; here, we
have focused on ordinal networks directly inspired by
the seminal works of Bandt and Shiha [16] and Bandt
and Pompe [11], as illustrated in Figure 1.
III. RESULTS
A. Ordinal networks of simple time series
We start our empirical investigation by analyzing the
structure of ordinal networks arising from elementary
time series. Perhaps the simplest time series to consider
is a monotonic (increasing or decreasing) series. In this
case, regardless of the embedding dimension d, the or-
dinal network is composed of a single node (represent-
ing the solely increasing or decreasing permutation) with
only one auto-loop (meaning that the permutation is al-
ways followed by itself). Therefore, network metrics for
monotonic time series are all trivial.
Periodic series are another example of simple yet more
interesting signals. Ordinal networks for simple periodic
series form cyclic structures, where the arrangement of
nodes and edges allude to the series itself. If the number
of data points within a period of a time series is T and the
embedding dimension is d = T , the ordinal network is a
cyclic graph (without auto-loops) with T nodes (number
of different permutations) since the time series repeats
itself after T data points. Furthermore, this cyclic struc-
ture does not change if we consider larger embedding
dimensions (d > T ), only the permutation symbols asso-
ciated with the network nodes are modified [Figure 2(a)].
Because of this behavior, ordinal networks of periodic sig-
nals display a constant average degree [for in and out con-
nections, Figure 2(c)] and a diameter that grows linearly
with the embedding dimension [Figure 2(d)]. We can
also show that the average weighted distance from one
node to all others is 1
d ∑d−1i=1 ( id), which is independent of
the node we choose due to graph symmetry. Thus, the
average weighted shortest path for the whole network is
also
⟨l⟩per = 1
d
d−1∑
i=1 ( id) = d − 12d , (6)
where the summation represents the average weighted
distance from a particular node to all others, and the
factor 1/d accounts for the average over all nodes in the
network [Figure 2(e)]. This expression is valid when all
existing edges have the same weight, which holds for long
time series or series composed of an integer number of
periods.
B. Random ordinal networks
We have further investigated ordinal networks emerg-
ing from random signals. Differently from monotonic and
periodic signals, ordinal networks emerging from random
series (henceforward called random ordinal networks) are
expected to display all possible connections since all per-
mutations are equally likely to occur in random signals
that are sufficiently long. Figure 2(b) shows examples
of ordinal networks for different embedding dimensions
emerging from Gaussian white noise. We notice that
these networks are composed of d! nodes and each node
has d outgoing and d incoming links. Because of these
properties, the average degree and the diameter of ran-
dom ordinal networks increase linearly with the embed-
ding dimension d [Figure 2(c) and (d)].
An intriguing aspect of these random ordinal networks
is that edge weights are not all the same, albeit all per-
mutations are equiprobable in random time series. In-
deed, one of the d outward edges of all nodes has twice
the weight of the remaining d − 1 edges [black links in
5d = 2
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FIG. 2. Ordinal networks of periodic and random time series. (a) Illustration of the mapping of a periodic signal into ordinal
networks with different embedding dimensions d (indicated within the panel). (b) Mapping of Gaussian white noise into ordinal
networks with different embedding dimensions d (shown within the panel). Black edges indicate the transitions that are twice
as likely to occur. (c) Average degree ⟨k⟩, (d) diameter L, and (e) average weighted shortest path ⟨l⟩ as a function of the
embedding dimension d for ordinal networks emerging from random (circles) and periodic (triangles) signals. The periodic
signals have period T matching the embedding dimension (d = T ). The results for the three previous properties hold for
sufficiently long time series, that is, when a reliable estimate of all permutation transitions is available.
Figure 2(b)], a result that holds for long sequences of
random numbers drawn from any continuous probability
distribution. To illustrate how this happens, let us con-
sider that the first partition with d = 3 associated with a
random series is w1 = (x1, x2, x3) and the corresponding
permutation is pi1 = (0,1,2) (that is, x1 < x2 < x3). The
next partition is w2 = (x2, x3, x4) and the new element x4
fits one of the following conditions: i) x4 < x1 < x2 < x3,
ii) x1 < x4 < x2 < x3, iii) x1 < x2 < x4 < x3, and iv) x1 <
x2 < x3 < x4. Conditions i) and ii) yield pi2 = (2,0,1),
while iii) results in pi2 = (0,2,1) and iv) in pi2 = (0,1,2).
Thus, there are two possibilities of finding pi2 = (2,0,1)
which makes the transition (0,1,2) → (2,0,1) twice as
likely than (0,1,2) → (0,2,1) or (0,1,2) → (0,1,2). It
is also worth noticing that if we draw a large number
of samples (x1, x2, x3) so that x1 < x2 < x3, the average
values of x1, x2, and x3 converge to the quartiles of the
probability distribution of the time series, and therefore,
the conditions i)-iv) are equiprobable. The same idea
holds for all other first-order transitions when d = 3 and
for any other embedding dimension.
A general rule of thumb for determining the permu-
6tation pis+1 that is more likely to follow pis is pick-
ing the pis+1 in which the symbol equal to ‘d − 1’ fits
the position of the symbol ‘0’ in pis. For instance,
if pis = (3,2,1,0), pi∗s+1 = (2,1,0,3) is twice as likely
than pis+1 ∈ {(3,2,1,0), (2,1,3,0), (2,3,1,0)} because the
symbol ‘3’ in pi∗s+1 is located in the same position sym-
bol ‘0’ is placed in pis. This result allows us to build the
weighted adjacency matrix of random ordinal networks
for any embedding dimension d. To do so, we start with
a network having d! nodes (each one representing a par-
ticular permutation pii), and draw a directed connection
with unitary weight between all pairs of nodes pii and pij
for which the transition pii → pij is possible. Next, we up-
date the weights of all more probable connections from
one to two. Finally, the elements of the resulting adja-
cency matrix pi,j are divided by the factor (d+1)!, which
represents the sum of all unitary weights [d!(d − 1)] plus
twice the number of edges with double weights [d!(2)].
By using this weighted adjacency matrix, we can numer-
ically evaluate any network metric of random ordinal net-
works with arbitrary embedding dimension d. Figure 2(e)
shows the average weighted shortest path as a function
of d estimated from these theoretical networks, where we
observe that this measure approaches zero for large val-
ues of d since edge weights decrease with the increase of
d.
Another interesting property of random ordinal net-
works that we can analytically estimate is the global node
entropy (Eq. 5). To do so, we first notice that the local
entropy for node i is
hi = −p˜′i,j log p˜′i,j − d−1∑
j=1 p′i,j log p′i,j= − 2
d + 1 log ( 2d + 1) − (d − 1d + 1) log ( 1d + 1) ,
(7)
where p′i,j = 1/(d + 1) are the renormalized transition
probabilities from node i to node j that are equiprob-
able, and p˜′i,j = 2p′i,j represents the renormalized tran-
sition probability that is twice as likely to occur. By
plugging this result into Eq. 5 with p′i = 1/d! (equiproba-
ble permutations), we find that the global node entropy
for uncorrelated sequences of random numbers is
H
(rand)
GN = log(d + 1) − (log 4)/(d + 1) . (8)
We note that the value of H
(rand)
GN is always smaller than
the one obtained when all transitions are equiprobable
(for this case, H
(equi)
GN = log d), and only when d → ∞
we have H
(rand)
GN → H(equi)GN . Thus, the value of H(rand)GN
does not represent the maximum entropy for a given d,
in a sense that there exist time series for which HGN >
H
(rand)
GN .
An interesting application for these theoretical random
networks is to detect non-random behavior in empirical
time series. One option is to directly compare empirical
ordinal networks with their random theoretical counter-
parts via a proper graph distance measure [28, 29]. To
illustrate this possibility, we have investigated whether
partially ordered Gaussian white noise can be distin-
guishable from pure noise by estimating the edit distance
δ [29] among their ordinal networks. For a weighted and
directed graph, this simple metric represents the amount
of edge weight (strength) that needs to be reallocated so
that the two graphs become equal. We have generated
an ensemble of white noise series, where a given fraction
η of consecutive elements are placed in ascending order.
Next, we map these time series into ordinal networks and
estimate the average values of the edit distance δ to the
theoretical random networks as a function of the fraction
of ordered data η. Figures 3(a)-(c) show the behavior of
the average value of δ as a function of η as well as the 95%
confidence region for embedding dimensions d ∈ {2,3,4}
and for series with N ∈ {1000,5000,10000} elements.
As expected, we observe that the values of δ increase
with η in all cases. We have also estimated the average
value of the edit distance between empirical ordinal net-
works of white noise series (with the same lengths) and
the theoretical random networks for constructing random
confidence bands. Values of δ outside this random confi-
dence band represent a reliable indicator that an empiri-
cal time series displays deviations from pure random be-
havior. Moreover, these confidence regions also allow us
to identify the threshold fractions η∗ of order from which
the edit distance δ is capable of accurately detecting this
anomaly. Figures 3(a)-(c) show that this approach is ca-
pable of detecting the ordering in time series with 1000
elements for η∗ ≈ 6.8% when d = 2, for η∗ ≈ 8.0% when
d = 3, and for η∗ ≈ 8.8% when d = 4. These figures also
indicate that the values of η∗ decrease with the increase
of the time series length N . However, we observe that
d = 2 displays the smallest values of η∗ regardless of N .
We have further estimated the average values of η∗
over 10 realizations of the detection procedure as a func-
tion of N . Figure 3(d) shows that η∗ decreases exponen-
tially with N for d ∈ {2,3,4} and that for very long series
(N > 105) all values of d are equally efficient in detecting
the minimal fraction of ordered elements used in our nu-
merical experiments (η = 1%). We observe that d = 2 pro-
duces the smallest threshold fractions, but the proximity
of the one standard deviation confidence bands between
d = 2 and d = 3 indicates that the difference between these
cases is tight. This happens because we create dispropor-
tionately more ascending ordinal patterns when we par-
tially sort a series, and since ordinal networks with d = 2
have only four links (and two nodes), this imbalance is
more easily detected than when considering ordinal net-
works with higher values of d. This situation is likely to
change if the anomalous pattern becomes more complex,
so that ordinal networks with higher embedding dimen-
sions may perform better at detecting the anomaly in
such cases. However, this example illustrates that there
will always be a trade-off between embedding dimension
and time series length.
By knowing the exact form of random ordinal net-
works, we can also estimate the fraction of missing transi-
7FIG. 3. Detecting non-random behavior with random ordinal networks. Panels (a)-(c) show the average values of the edit
distance δ (colored lines) between ordinal networks of partially ordered white noise (η is the fraction of ordered elements) and
the theoretical random ordinal networks for embedding dimensions d = 2,3, and 4, respectively. In each of these panels, results
of the first column are obtained from ensembles of 1000 time series with N = 1000 data points each, while the second and third
columns show the results from ensembles of 1000 series with N = 5000 and 10000 elements, respectively. The colored shaded
regions stand for 95% confidence bands, and the gray shaded regions are 95% random confidence bands for δ calculated from
finite random series. Vertical dashed lines indicate the threshold fraction η∗ of ordered elements at which a partially ordered
random series becomes distinguishable from a totally random series of the same length. (d) Threshold fraction η∗ as a function
of the time series length N for different embedding d ∈ {2,3,4}. The markers represent average value of η∗ estimated from 10
replicas, the shaded regions are one standard deviation bands, and the dashed line indicates the minimum fraction of ordered
elements used in our numerical experiments (1%).
tions in empirical time series. This analysis is somewhat
similar to the one of missing permutations or forbidden
patterns introduced by Amigo´ et al. [30–32] and explored
by several works [33–35]. These works have observed that
some ordinal patterns cannot occur in chaotic systems
[for instance, the permutation (2,1,0) never appears in
logistic map under fully developed chaos] and that even
stochastic processes may present missing ordinal patterns
depending on the time series length and the choice of
embedding dimension. However, the number of missing
patterns in random processes decays as the time series be-
come longer, and because of that, are often called “false
forbidden patterns.” Figure 4(a) illustrates how the frac-
tion of missing permutations in Gaussian white noises
decreases with the increase of the time series length for
different embedding dimensions d ∈ {3,4,5,6,7,8}. To
extend these results, we test whether noisy series also
present “false forbidden transitions”. To do so, we evalu-
ate ordinal networks from Gaussian white series of length
N and compare their number of transition links with
those in the exact form of the random ordinal network.
Figure 4(b) shows these values for different embedding di-
mensions, where we observe that white noise series also
present “false missing transitions” depending on the val-
ues of N and d. We note that the shape of these curves
resembles those observed for the fraction of missing per-
mutations; however, the number of missing transitions
decreases more slowly with N than the number of miss-
ing permutations. It is also worth mentioning that the
edit distance calculated between these empirical ordinal
networks and the exact form of random ordinal networks
quantifies not only the existence of missing transitions,
but the differences in their occurrence frequencies in a
time series.
C. Ordinal networks of noisy periodic time series
It is also interesting to investigate how ordinal net-
works of periodic signals transform into random ordi-
nal networks as we add noise to such time series. To
do so, we generate sawtooth-like signals of length 104
and period T of the form xt = {0,1,0,1, . . .} (T = 2),
xt = {0,1/2,1,0,1/2,1, . . .} (T = 3), and so on. Next, all
elements of these time series are incremented with a uni-
formly distributed noise over the interval [−ξ, ξ], where ξ
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FIG. 4. Missing ordinal patterns and missing permutation
transitions in random series. (a) Fraction of missing permu-
tations and (b) fraction of missing permutation transitions in
Gaussian white noise series of unitary variance as a function
of the time series length N for different values of embedding
dimensions d ∈ {3,4,5,6,7,8} (indicated by the legend). In
both plots, the colored curves represent average values over
100 realizations of white noise series for each embedding di-
mension, and the shaded regions are 95% confidence intervals.
is a parameter controlling the signal-to-noise ratio. Fig-
ure 5(a) shows examples of ordinal networks obtained
from these noisy periodic signals for ξ ∈ {0,0.4,0.8,2}
and d = T = 3. As expected, the ring-like structure of the
periodic ordinal network (ξ = 0) approaches a random
ordinal network as we increase the value of ξ. We notice
that this gradual process starts with the emergence of all
possible network nodes (which happens for small values
of ξ), followed by the fading of the three initial links of
the network for ξ = 0 and the enhancement of the other
links. We have also verified that edit distance calculated
between ordinal networks of noisy periodic signals and
the exact form of random ordinal networks approaches
zero as the signal-to-noise ratio increases.
These noisy periodic time series also allow us to test
the robustness to noise addition of the global node en-
tropy HGN (Eq. 5) in comparison with the standard per-
mutation entropy H (Eq. 2). For that purpose, we gen-
erate an ensemble of 100 sawtooth-like signals of length
104 for each value of ξ ∈ {0,0.05,0.1, . . . ,2}. Next, we
estimate the values of HGN and H for each time series
and the average values of these quantities for all ξ val-
ues. We have further normalized these quantities divid-
ing the values of HGN by H
(rand)
GN (Eq. 8) and H by log d!.
Figure 5(b) shows the mean of the normalized values of
HGN and H as a function of ξ for d = 2,3,4 and 5. We
notice that the values of HGN are more robust than H
against noise addition, and therefore, more efficient for
distinguishing among time series with different values of
ξ. This feature is more evident for d = 2 (and T = 2) be-
cause in this case xt = {0,1,0,1, . . .}, and so the two ordi-
nal patterns are equiprobable even when ξ < 0.5, making
the normalized value of H always equal to 1. Conversely,
the global node entropy is zero for ξ < 0.5 and starts
to increase for values of ξ greater than 0.5. For larger
embedding dimensions, we observe that the permutation
entropy H approaches 1 much faster than HGN. For in-
stance, the values of H are unable to distinguish these
noisy periodic series if ξ > 1, whereas the values of HGN
are still able to differentiate them.
D. Ordinal networks of fractional Gaussian noise
and fractional Brownian motion
We have also investigated ordinal networks emerging
from time series of fractional Gaussian noise and frac-
tional Brownian motion [36, 37]. Fractional Brownian
motion is a stochastic process characterized by a param-
eter h ∈ (0,1) (the Hurst exponent) that exhibits long-
range correlations. The increments of a fractional Brown-
ian motion are Gaussian distributed with zero mean, sta-
tionary, and usually called fractional Gaussian noise. The
Hurst exponent h controls the roughness/raggedness of
these stochastic processes. For h < 1/2, a fractional Gaus-
sian noise is anti-persistent, meaning (roughly speaking)
that positive values are followed by negative values (or
vice versa) more frequently than by chance. On the other
hand, a fractional Gaussian noise is persistent if h > 1/2,
meaning that positive values are followed by positive val-
ues, and negative values are followed by negative values
more frequently than by chance; uncorrelated (white)
noise corresponds to h → 1/2. For fractional Brownian
motion, the larger the value of h, the smoother is the
generated time series.
Figure 6(a) and (b) show examples of fractional Gaus-
sian noises and fractional Brownian motions for different
values of h generated with the procedure of Hosking [38].
These figures also depict visualizations of the correspond-
ing ordinal networks for d = 3 obtained for each partic-
ular realization of both processes. We observe that all
possible nodes are present in these networks and that ev-
ery node makes all allowed connections. Therefore, these
networks would be identical without edges weights. In-
deed, a visual inspection of the weight patterns of these
ordinal networks already informs us about particularities
of each time series. For fractional Gaussian noises, we
observe an uneven weight distribution for small values of
the Hurst exponent h, while fractional Brownian motions
9ξ = 0.40 ξ = 0.80 ξ = 2.00ξ = 0.00
FIG. 5. Robustness to noise addition of permutation entropy and global node entropy. (a) Visualizations of ordinal networks
related to noisy periodic signals for d = 3 and different signal-to-noise ratios ξ (shown within the panel). (b) Average values of
the permutation entropy H (circles) and global node entropy HGN (triangles) obtained from an ensemble of 100 realizations of
noisy periodic signals as a function of ξ for d = 2,3,4 and 5. Each time series has 104 elements and the period T is set equal to
the embedding dimension (T = d). The permutation entropy is normalized by its maximum value and the global node entropy
by the value of the random ordinal network (Eq. 8). The tiny shaded regions correspond to one standard deviation band, and
dashed lines are the values for random ordinal networks.
display more balanced weights for low values of h. In the
case of fractional Brownian motions, it is worth noticing
that the auto-loop weight associated with the permuta-
tion (2,1,0) becomes quite intense for large values of h,
reflecting the downward trends of those particular real-
izations of the stochastic process.
One possibility for quantifying inequality in edge
weights is to calculate the Gini index [39]. This coefficient
is widely used in several disciplines (especially in eco-
nomics) and represents a measure of statistical dispersion
of probability distributions. Values of Gini index close
to zero show that the weights are equally distributed,
while values close to 1 indicate a sharp inequality in the
weight distribution. We have estimated the Gini index
from an ensemble of ordinal networks associated with
fractional Gaussian noise and fractional Brownian mo-
tion with different Hurst exponents (100 realizations for
each h ∈ {0.1,0.2, . . . ,0.9}). The average values of the
Gini coefficient are shown in Figure 6(c), where the re-
sults confirm our previous visual analysis. For fractional
Gaussian noise, we observe that the Gini index decreases
as the values of h rise up to h ≈ 0.5, from where it displays
a plateau whose value is very close to the Gini index of a
random ordinal network. Conversely, the Gini coefficient
systematically increases with h for the fractional Brown-
ian motion, reflecting the rise in the persistent behavior.
We have also evaluated the average values of the nor-
malized global node entropy HGN in comparison with the
normalized permutation entropy H. Figure 6(d) shows
the results for fractional Gaussian noises. We note that
the behavior of H versus h is more concave than HGN
versus h, and the values of HGN display a much broader
range of variation than those of H. This behavior is sim-
ilar to what we have reported for noisy periodic signals
[Figure 5(b)] and provides further support to the hypoth-
esis that the global node entropy has larger discriminat-
ing power than the usual permutation entropy. We have
further calculated the average weighted shortest path ⟨l⟩
for the fractional Brownian motion as a function of the
Hurst exponent h. Figure 6(e) shows that the values of⟨l⟩ monotonically decrease with h for embedding dimen-
sions d = 2 and d = 3 (fractional Gaussian noise displays
a quite similar behavior).
The monotonic and well-defined behavior of ⟨l⟩ versus
h suggests that we can use the average weighted shortest
path to predict the Hurst exponent. To systematically
test for this possibility, we have built a statistical learning
regression task, where the Hurst exponents of fractional
Brownian motions are predicted using the values of ⟨l⟩
for d = 2 as the unique covariate. We have generated an-
other ensemble of 100 samples of fractional Brownian mo-
tions of length 1024 for each h ∈ {0.1,0.12,0.14, . . . ,0.9}
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FIG. 6. Ordinal networks of fractional Gaussian noises and fractional Brownian motions. (a) Illustration of the mapping
of fractional Gaussian noise samples with different Hurst exponents (h, shown within the panel) into ordinal networks. (b)
Illustration of the mapping of fractional Brownian motion samples with different Hurst exponents (h, shown within the panel)
into ordinal networks. In the previous panels, the thickness of the links are proportional to the edge weights and all time series
are generated with the same starting seed. (c) Dependence of the Gini index associated with the edge weights distribution on
the Hurst exponent h for the fractional Gaussian noise (circles) and fractional Brownian motion (triangles). (d) Permutation
entropy H (triangles) and global node entropy HGN (circles) with d = 3 as a function of the Hurst exponent h for the fractional
Gaussian noise. The permutation entropy is normalized by its maximum value and the global node entropy by the value of
the random ordinal network (Eq. 8). (e) Average weighted shortest path ⟨l⟩ as a function of the Hurst exponent h with d = 2
(circles) and d = 3 (triangles) for the fractional Brownian motion. In panels (c)-(e), all curves represent average values estimated
from an ensemble of 1000 series for each Hurst exponent, and the shaded areas represent one standard deviation band. The
dashed lines in panels (c) and (d) represent the metric values obtained from random ordinal networks.
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FIG. 7. Estimating the Hurst exponent with ordinal networks. Panels (a)-(c) show the relationship between true and predicted
values of Hurst exponent obtained via ordinal networks (d = 2), detrended fluctuations analysis (DFA with linear trend), and
quantile graphs (q = 50), respectively. The dashed lines represent 1:1 relationships. The predictions are obtained by applying
the trained K-nearest neighbors regressor algorithm to the values of average weighted shortest paths ⟨l⟩ (for ordinal networks)
and vertex degree (for quantile graphs) related to fractional Brownian motion series of 1024 data points. For DFA, the value
of h is obtained by least squares fitting the relationship between the fluctuation function F (s) and the scale parameter s on a
log-log scale (that is, logF (s)∝ h log s). (d) The bar plot shows the accuracy of each approach as measured by the coefficient
of determination R2. Error bars are 95% bootstrapping confidence intervals with 1000 resamples. (e) Dependence of R2 on the
number of nodes in ordinal networks (squares) and quantile graphs (circles).
via Hosking’s method. By using this data set, we have
trained a K-nearest neighbors regressor algorithm [40]
(see Appendix A) with 75% of all series and used a five-
fold cross-validation approach to select the optimal num-
ber of neighbors k. The remaining 25% of the series (that
were never exposed to the learning algorithm) are used
for testing the accuracy of the predictions. Figure 7(a)
shows the relationship between true and predicted values
for the Hurst exponent, where an accuracy (measured
by the coefficient of determination R2) of R2 = 97.7% is
achieved. This represents a remarkable precision, partic-
ularly when considering that the series contain only 1024
elements. To provide a baseline accuracy, we have com-
pared the results obtained from ordinal networks with
those from detrended fluctuation analysis (DFA) [14], a
widely used approach for estimating the Hurst exponent
that is considered a cutting edge and reliable method [15].
Figure 7(b) shows the relationship between true and pre-
dicted/estimated values of h obtained by applying the
DFA to 25% of the same ensemble of series. We imme-
diately note a larger dispersion of this relationship that
can be quantified by the value of R2 = 89.9%.
We have further compared the accuracy of the ordinal
network approach with another time-series-to-network
map known as quantile graphs [41, 42]. Quantile graphs
are weighted and directed networks where nodes repre-
sent a given number q of quantiles of the empirical prob-
ability distribution associated with the time series, and
links are drawn based on the temporal succession of quan-
tiles related to each time series element. We have build
quantile networks with the same data set used for ordi-
nal networks and tested several network metrics (average
vertex degree, average weighted shortest path, diameter,
clustering coefficient) as predictive features of the Hurst
exponent. We find that average vertex degree (in, out,
or both combined) displays the best performance for this
regression task. The average weighted shortest paths are
problematic for quantile graphs due to the emergence of
infinite distances that are either associated with more
than one network component or with unreachable nodes
through the directed paths. Figure 7(c) shows the rela-
tionship between true and predicted values of Hurst ex-
ponents for quantile graphs with 50 quantiles, where the
coefficient of determination is R2 = 93.5%. This accu-
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racy is higher than the DFA but lower than the precision
obtained with ordinal networks, as summarized in Fig-
ure 7(d).
The number of quantiles in a quantile graph plays a
similar role to the embedding dimension d since both
parameters define the number of nodes in the mapped
network. Thus, we need to fine tune these parameters
to have a fairer comparison between both approaches.
To do so, we have trained the learning algorithms using
different values of d and the number of quantiles q, and
estimated the values of R2 in the test set for each combi-
nation. Figure 7(e) shows R2 as a function of the number
of network nodes for both approaches. We observe that
the increase of d systematically reduces the performance
of the regression task and that the optimum value oc-
curs for d = 2 [the same reported in Figure 7(a)] for these
time series with 1024 elements. On the other hand, quan-
tile graphs show very low accuracy when the number of
quantiles is too small (q ⪅ 10) or too large (q ⪆ 500), ex-
hibiting an optimal number of quantiles around q ≈ 50
[the same reported in Figure 7(c)]. Therefore, we con-
clude that the performance of the regression task under
optimized values of d and q is significantly better for or-
dinal networks (R2 = 97.7% for d = 2) than for quantile
graphs (R2 = 93.5% for q = 50).
E. Ordinal networks of earthquake magnitude
series
As the last application, we have investigated ordinal
networks emerging from time series of Earth seismic ac-
tivity. In particular, we have analyzed earthquake mag-
nitude time series from the Southern California Seismic
Network [43] between the years 1990 and 2019. We have
asked whether ordinal networks are capable of detecting
changes in the behavior of magnitude series caused by
the occurrence of a large earthquake event (mainshock).
To test for this possibility, we have selected all events of
magnitude higher than 7.0 and built two time series com-
posed of N events before and N events after the main-
shock. Figure 8(a) shows an example of before and after
time series for N = 200 related to the M 7.2 2010 Baja
California earthquake that took place on April 4, 2010,
at Guadalupe Victoria, a small city in the Mexican state
of Baja California [44]. There were also two other large
earthquakes in our data: the M 7.3 1992 Landers (June
28, 1992) [45] and M 7.1 1999 Hector Mine (October 16,
1999) [46].
We have thus mapped the before and after magnitude
series of those three mainshocks into ordinal networks
with d = 2 and N = 200, as illustrated in Figure 8(a).
We calculate the average weighted shortest path ⟨l⟩ for
the before and after networks. The results of Figure 8(b)
show that the values of ⟨l⟩ always decrease after the oc-
currence of a large earthquake. We have also verified that
this result is robust against changes in the number of be-
fore and after events within the range 150-300, as shown
in Figure 8(c). The decrease in ⟨l⟩ after the occurrence
of a large mainshock is likely to be related to Omori’s
law [47], one of the fundamental seismic laws establishing
that the number of aftershocks per unit of time decays as
a power-law function of the elapsed time since the main-
shock. We have verified that the Omori decay increases
the persistence in the time series after mainshock events,
as quantified by the lag-1 autocorrelation coefficient that
increases from 0.1 to 0.2 (average values over the three
events for N = 200) after the mainshocks. This result
thus indicates that the decrease in ⟨l⟩ may be associated
with the increase in the persistent behavior of time series
after mainshock events. It is also worth mentioning that
the small length of these time series (N ≤ 300) prevents
us from obtaining reliable estimates of the permutation
transitions (and so of the ordinal networks) for higher
embedding dimensions.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented an investigation of ordinal networks
mapped from time series of stochastic nature. In partic-
ular, we have analyzed ordinal networks emerging from
random series, noisy periodic signals, fractional Brown-
ian motions, and earthquake magnitude sequences. We
have provided a detailed description of random ordi-
nal networks, revealing some counter-intuitive proper-
ties such as the non-uniform distribution of edge weights
and the existence of auto-loops only in nodes related to
solely increasing or decreasing permutations. We have
also proposed an approach that is capable of building
the exact form of random ordinal networks, which in turn
are used for detecting non-random behavior in time se-
ries and missing permutation transitions. Our results
for noisy periodic signals have indicated that the global
node entropy estimated from ordinal networks is more
robust against the presence of noise than the standard
permutation entropy. We have further demonstrated the
usefulness of ordinal networks for estimating the Hurst
exponent of time series and for detecting sudden changes
in earthquake magnitude series after the occurrence of
large mainshock events.
We thus believe our work contributes for a better un-
derstanding of the general properties of ordinal networks,
shedding light upon results and applications related to
times series of stochastic nature.
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FIG. 8. Detecting changes in Earth seismic activity with ordinal networks. (a) Earthquake magnitude time series before (red)
and after (purple) the great M 7.2 Baja California earthquake occurred on April 4, 2010. The insets show a visualization
of the corresponding ordinal networks with d = 2 for the before and after time series. (b) Average weighted shortest path⟨l⟩ estimated from ordinal networks built with before and after time series (200 events each) associated with three major
earthquakes (indicated within the plot). We note that the values ⟨l⟩ decrease after the mainshock occurrence in the three cases.
(c) Each colored curve shows the difference between the average weighted shortest path before (⟨l⟩before) and after (⟨l⟩after) as
a function of the number of before and after events (that is, the time series length N). We observe that ⟨l⟩before − ⟨l⟩after is
always positive for N within the range 150-300, which corroborates to the robustness of our results.
Appendix A: Statistical learning algorithm
The K-nearest neighbors (KNN) is a supervised sta-
tistical learning algorithm used in both classification or
regression tasks [40]. The term supervised indicates that
the algorithm analyzes a fraction of the data set (the
training set) to produce an inferred function that is then
used for predicting the behavior of data instances. In
particular, the KNN algorithm determines the value of a
new observation by averaging the values of the K closest
data points (using the space spanned by the independent
variables in the training set). Thus, the number of near-
est neighbors K is a parameter of this algorithm, which
is usually determined by simultaneously minimizing the
bias and variance errors of the predictions [40]. Bias er-
rors happen when the learning model is too simple to
represent an adequate description of the data. Variance
errors, on the other hand, emerge when a complex model
adjusts very well to the training set but is not able to
generalize to unseen instances.
As mentioned in the main text, we have used the av-
erage weighted shortest ⟨l⟩ of ordinal networks and the
average vertex degree ⟨k⟩ of quantile graphs in order to
estimate the Hurst exponent h of samples of fractional
Brownian motion with the KNN algorithm. To do so, we
generate an ensemble of 100 pairs of values (h, ⟨l⟩) and(h, ⟨k⟩) for each h ∈ {0.1,0.12,0.14, . . . ,0.9}. We then
randomly select 75% of these data for training (train-
ing set) the KNN algorithm and let the remaining 25%
for testing the accuracy of the predictions. By using the
training set, we have employed a five-fold cross-validation
approach [40] in order to determine the optimal value for
the parameter K. This process consists of splitting the
training set into 5 subsets, using one of the subsets for
validating the algorithm, and the remaining 4 for train-
ing. This process is repeated 5 times so that each subset
is used for validation. In each step, we estimate the accu-
racy (here the coefficient of determination R2) from the
training subsets (the training score) and from the validat-
ing subset (the validation score). After 5 repetitions, we
estimate the average values of the training and validation
scores and their confidence intervals. The plot of these
scores as a function of the number of nearest neighbors
K (the so-called validation curves) allows us to identify
the optimal value for this parameter, that is, the one cor-
responding to the highest value for the validation score.
With this procedure, we find that the optimal value of K
for the results reported in the main text is K = 125 for
ordinal networks [Figure 7(a)] and K = 77 for quantile
graphs [Figure 7(c)].
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